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]happened economically in South Korea and North Korea
since 1961.
7.
As an American, I am proud that we keep
trying, in our halting way, to keep including other
races in our national mix.

8.
I wonder how future generations of Koreans
will raise their children, and, as they become
Americanized, whether they can continue to inculcate as
successfully in their children values such as
education, hard work and postponement of gratification.

Finally, if you run into people who want to make
small jokes at the expense of our country's KoreanAmericans, please suggest to them that they do it when
I'm not around.

A DOG'S BREAKFAST
October 6, 1997

Virginius C. Hall

Get yourself a Commonplace Book .
You really should have a Commonplace Book.
I was about fifteen when the suggestion was first
made, and at the time it seemed utterly bizarre - like
being told I should get a glass eye or an articulated
wooden leg.
When it came up again, I was on the defensive.
No
one else my age has a Commonplace Book. Why should I
have one? What on earth would I write in it?
There was no shilly -shallying about the answer.
I
would use it for comments on my reading, for words that
caught my fancy, for preserving memorable experiences,
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nice turns of phrase, anecdotes, and my own interesting
thcmghts.
MY OWN INTERESTING THOUGHTS! At fifteen
thoughts of any kind were far and few between, a~d
those that did bubble to the surface now and agaln
would have felt more at home in a lavatory stall than
in a Commonplace Book.
Perhaps it was just a parent's way of suggesting
that my powers of recall could do with some pumping up,
for even at that early age I too often responded with
blank surprise when reminded of something that had
occurred or been said just hours, even minutes, before.
It was not guile or deceit, nor was it, I like to
think, unvarnished stupidity. Absent-mindedness,
perhaps. But whatever it was, my parents and teachers
found it maddening.
When I went off to boarding school in 1944 there
were only five of us who had never had Latin, and since
all of the young masters were away flying B-49s, Mr.
Richards was called out of retirement to teach us the
rudiments.
He saw the problem right away. The first
note that went home, the kind that is supposed to say
"He has made solid progress this term, but needs to
participate more in class" - the first such note put
the finger squarely on the problem.
It was brief and
to the point, it said "Hall has no memory." Full stop.
It has not improved over the yearo, and I find
that even here, in this sympathetic company, it fails
with distressing frequency.
Thus, my greetings to
fellow.members around t~e drinks table tend perhaps to
b 7 a b~t heavy on effus~veness and a bit light on
g~ven-names.
If memory serves (which it rarely does)
the matter of given names will come up again.
A year or so ago I came across one of my father's
commonplace books.
It was nothing special:
just a
c~eap, ten-c 7nt-store notebook covered in what looks
llke black ollcloth. Reflections on Thomas Aquinas and
Thomas More appear on the first few pages followed by
a good deal of classical Greek. At the b~ck, several
p~ges ~reserve words and turns of phrase gleaned from
h~s fr~ends Cap'n John Willis, Cap'n John Mason, and
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Cap'n Gibb, weatherbeaten men who spent the whole of
their lives in Carolina waters between Cape Lookout and
Shackleford Banks trawling for menhaden. Being a
Carolina boy himself, Father delighted in salty
company, and was probably most content perched on a
piling, bare feet swinging, deep in conversations with
one the "captains," or some stranger who had washed
ashore in the night and smelled strongly of mackerel
and corn whisky.
Conversation was slow and
companionable, and tended to be about such things as
spinnakers, skipjack, slack tide or clams.
Materials from Father's commonplace books found
their way into papers he delivered in this room.
But
so far as I know, he never used them as the warp and
the woof of an entire paper.
Perhaps with good reason.
That, however, is my aim, for, as I understand it, this
is a place for new ventures, for experiments, a place
for old dogs to try new tricks.
So, says I, I will try
to impose structure on a miscellany, discipline (if not
bondage) on anecdote, and see what happens. Here,
then, is a regimented potpourri, a structured pastiche,
a melange, or as they were wont to say in the
'twenties, "A Dog's Breakfast." A Dog's Breakfast,
defined as a mess of scraps left over from the day
before, mustn't be confused with a "Dog's Dinner"
popular during the same period, which means a complete
foul-up, as in:
"He tried to talk to the waiter in
French, but, as you might expect, he made a dog's
dinner of it." At the end of the evening you may
complain that while you had been promised a dog's
breakfast, what in fact you got was a dog's dinner.
Recently I've been reading a Commonplace book kept
by the architect Benjamin Henry Latrobe - locally
celebrated as the man who did NOT design the Taft
Museum.
Latrobe came to this country in 1795, landing
in Norfolk, Virginia, then making his way up to the
little village of Richmond.
Mr. Jefferson's capitol
had just been completed and stood in splendid isolation
overlooking the James River, which had not at that
early date been dammed, and as a consequence came
crashing and seathing through the town.
Early visitors
to Richmond always commented on the fact that there was
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scarcely a place in town where you could escape the
river's roar. Across the torrent Colonel John Mayo had
thrown a bridge of sorts, a jerry-rigged thing of loose
timbers and p ontoons that zig zagged from island to
island, and eventually brought brave men and terrified
horses to the south side. Benjamin Henry Latrobe was
fascinated by the structure. He described it at length
in his Commonplace Book, and in so doing referred to it
as a "rattletrap." This brought me up short, for I had
assumed that "rattletrap" was a 1920s word invented to
describe flivvers with crank-starts and magnetos.
It
appears, however, in Francis Gross's Dictionary,
published in London in 1785, where it is defined as "a
contemptuous name for any curious portable piece of
machinery." So far as I can determine, Latrobe's is
its first recorded use in America.
Rattletrap is not an isolated instance. Just as
there are some few handsome women who appear newminted when in fact they have been in circulation many
years, 'so there are words, contempo:ary in sp~rit, that
havA done service for a very long tlme: To K1Ck the
Bucket.
To Bamboozle. Moonshine (meaning both cheap
whisky and foolish talk). A Clodhopper. Down in the
Dumps.
The Gift of Gab. Elbow Grease. A Greenhorn.
A Cock and Bull story. Whippersnapper. And a "smack"
meaning a kiss. All these contemporary-sounding
expressions a~- e ~-i ght out of the 18th century.
The previously - mentioned classical scholars who so
tried the patience of Mr. Richards in 1944, did what
generations of students have done when cramming for
exams:
they continued their studies after Lights Out,
with the help of a flashlight under the bedclothes. On
hearing the footsteps of an approaching master or
prefect the Lookout often hissed:
"Cheese it. Dowse
the glim," two expressions that have come down whole
and unchanged from London's 18th C. underworld, and
meaning, of course, Stop what you're doing and put out
the light. How inventive we thought ourselves when we
shouted down the table, Pass the Cow Juice. Who but
fifteen - year-olds in 1947 were clever enough, daring
enough, gross enough to say of someone who had vomited,
Lllat he had "flashed the hash."

Great would have been
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our chagrin had we known that both "Cow Juice" and
"Flash the Hash" were common currency at the end of the
18th century.
Latrobe met many of the towering figures of the
Federal period, and his Commonplace Book contains
incisive vignettes of them. Alas, unlike Latrobe, I
never met George washington, nor even Denzel
Washington, and it was always somebody else who just
happened to be seated next to Audrey Hepburn on the
red-eye flight from LaGuardia. The only person I've
ever met who might conceivably qualify as a "celebrity"
is poor, old Anna Anderson who thought she was Grand
Duchess Anastasia, but even she, it would appear, was a
celebrity laboring under a delusion. No aristocratic
personages stand in silver frames on my piano. No
Dtars or starlets, politicians or basketball players
send me greetings at Christmas.
I could never bring
myself to solicit an autograph, even from an author
whose book I'd just bought for forty dollars.
Diffidence is too deep-seated.
The quarry could never
be worth the embarrassment of the chase.
True, my
grandfather enjoyed meeting prominent people, and
sought them out, and one or two of my contemporaries
move in what I consider right speedy circles.
But
there's precious little prestige to be gained from an
encounter two or three times removed, or as the 1920s
songwriter put it: knowing a man who knows a girl who
danced with the Prince of Wales."
If the commonplace book does not resemble the
autograph book, still less does it remember its
obnoxious cousin the Guest Book - that abomination in
brown morocco that insecure hostesses bid you inscribe
just as you are taking your leave.
Like a ninny you
perch on your suitcase in hat and coat, trying to
remember if there are one or two "t"s in
"unforgettable." Meanwhile the taxi that is to take
you to the airport hoots and ticks outside.
Several years ago I was invited by new friends, a
European couple, to spend a fortnight with them at
their house in Switzerland.
I accepted with pleasure,
but suggested four days instead of two weeks.
This was
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dismissed out of hand, countered in fact, by the
suggestion that I make it four, or even six weeks.
So
two weeks it was. When I arrived in Geneva I realized
at once that I'd strayed rather alarmingly out of my
accustomed milieu. The setting was knock-your-socksoff beautiful, the activities expensive and virtually
non-stop, and the dramatis personae dauntingly Almanach
da Gotha. Telephone messages arrived from Darling BoBo, just off to Sri-Lankaj from Jean Pierre asking if
they planned to be in Paris this year for Longchamps;
from Rolf and Ingrid urging them to come to Norway in
November for the shooti!l~. My host and hostcoo
conversed fluently in all languages that mattered and
in several that didn't, and switched back and forth in
mid-sentence. How, I wonder e d, could they bear being
saddled for two weeks with a dim, bookish type from
Ohio? But they were unfailingly kind.
Early on it became clear that the Guest Book
mattered - mattered a lot.
It lay like a lectern Bible
on a stand in the drawing room, and was frequently
consulted and quoted. While I was not expected to sing
for my supper, there could be little doubt that I WAS
expected to put something rather good in the guest
book.
It appeared in my room the fourth day and I
perused it with mounting alarm.
Inside I found
messages in unfamiliar languages, penned in bold
European script, and embellished as often as not with
comic drawings or exquisite renderings of the local
flora.
They were signed with names like Vladmir Bruno
and Brunhilde, or sometimes, more formally, Marg~erite
de Chenonceaux. Terror being sometimes the mother of
inspiration, I wrote a piece of doggerel late one
night, and before I could reconsider, I copied it in
the Guest Book.
I put the book in the wardrobe, and on
th7 day of my departure, without re - reading what I had
wrltten, returned the book to the drawing room.
I did
however, keep my original draft.
'
HOUSEPEST
What does one do with a housepest
Who will not go home when he should?
Who dillies and dallies and dawdles
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Till it looks like you've got him for good.
"Do stay on a while," I said brightly
(At the time it seemed only polite)
"Gee, Thanks," came a voice from my armchair,
"Will another ten days be all right?"
Each day it's some half-wit proposal,
Six projects, just slightly off-beam;
He lays down the law on religion,
Says "Gee!" till I'm ready to scream.
Fad diets and Yoga with music,
And constantly blowing his nose!
One doesn't mind lending a clothes brush,
But I can't bear his wearing my clothes.
How to get rid of a Housepest?
I dream every night he's no more.
I'd be doing the world a big favor
Dear God, what a poisonous bore!
An accident down by the garage;
A slip on a treacherous ledge;
One's never quite sure which are mushrooms;
The wasps sometimes swarm near the hedge.
There's always the wobbly footbridge,
Conveniently close to the weir;
I've often been told prussic acid
Tastes exactly like Japanese beer.
Saint Merde!
He's taken up smoking!
The house fairly stinks of cigar .
He's clogged both the tub and the toilet!
Grenadine's all that left of the bar.
How to dispose of a Housepest
Who's now quite unnervingly still?
Tonight I might visit the seaside,
Or that patch of a long grass down the hill.
In 1837, a full generation after Benjamin Henry
Latrobe crossed the rattletrap bridge, another
Englishman, Capt. Frederick Marryat took a tour 'round
the young republic and published a highly critical
account of what he saw in a book he called A Diary in
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w;th Remarks on its Institutions. His
.
Amp.r~ca
comments on some of the personal-names he found are as
follows:
«

....

The names of persons are also very strange; and
some of them are, at all events, obsolete in
England, even if they ever existed there.
Many of
them are said to be French or Dutch names
Americanized.
But they appear still more odd to
us from the high-sounding Christian names prefixed
to them, as for instance:
Philo Doolittle,
Populorum Hightower, Preserved Fish, Asa Peabody,
Alonzo Lilly, Alceus Wolf, etc.
I was told by a
gentleman that Doolittle was originally from the
French De l'Hotel; Peabody from Pibaudiere; Bunker
from Bon Coeur; that Mr . Ezekiel Bumpas is a
descendant of Mons. Bon Pas, etc., all of which is
very possible.
"Let's play the name game," says a difficult
friend with a good memory.
I groan.

"Let's not."

There are all kinds of variations, but the kind he
has in mind is a competitive, instant-recall kind of
bullying that allows him to excel.
I start with Pearl
Bailey, and he comes back with Jack Ruby; I produce
Emerald Cunard (over his objections because he says
"Emerald" is a nickname and nicknames aren't allowed)
Magnanimously, he continues because he has already
conjured up Edward Garnett.
I end the round by looking
blank.
He begins again, with walter Pidgeon.
"Oh! dear old Walter Pidgeon," I exclaim, stalling
for time, "You remember the Walter Pidgeon spoonerism
don't you?"
"You're stalling for time," he observes sourly.
"Of course I'm stalling for time," I concede.
"It's no fun for ME watching you show off.
But you
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must remember the inexperienced master of ceremonies
who got flustered and announcing in ringing tones:
"Having you with us tonight, Mr. Privilege, is an
ENORMOUS PIDGEON."
Dead silence, then:
"I don't think that IS a
spoonerism, actually. A spoonerism has to have

"

We pick up the game with Francis Drake and Howard
Hawks, Admiral Byrd, Burgo Partridge, Simon Raven, and
Eyre Crowe.
"Who the hell is Eyre Crowe?"
"You don't have to get all bent out of shape," I
answer, pleased with what I consider a "with-it"
rejoinder.
"Eyre Crowe was Charles Dickens's
illustrator. And since we're ASKING, who is Whats-hisname Partridge?"
"You mean to tell me you don't know who Burgo
Partridge was?" My opponent's one of those people who
gets pleasure out of "knowing things."
"Common
Knowledge," which he refers to frequently, is by
definition something HE knows and other people don't.
You might think from this that he's French, but he's
not.
He comes from Minneapolis.
"Burgo Partridge was an English author.
He died
young.
But you should know that.
It's common
knowledge."
"BUL~U!
All Ell~11sl1l11d.ll!"
I exclaim.
"Surely not,
Englishmen have names like John and James and
Christopher, and one of the reasons they find Americans
absurd is they think we've all got names like Cyrus and
Virginius."

"Balderdash," he shouts.
"How about dear, old
Aldous, and Siegfried Sassoon, and Isaiah Berlin, and
Aneurin Bevan, and Lucian Freud, a nd Rudyard You-KnowWho, and Bonar Law, and Enoch Powell , and Sacheverell
Sitwell, and Auberon Waugh?"
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The names explode one after the other like popcorn
out of a hot-air popper.
Yes, I think. That's it. A
hot-air popper. The whole performance is activated by
great blasts of hot air. Hot air, competitiveness, and
memory.
But there's no stopping him.
"Burgo died young. He wrote A History of Orgies.
Very popular . It has been reprinted several times.
I'm surprised you don't know him.
I really am."
But I tune him out.
I hear nothing more.
The
word "orgy" has STUCK - the way a noodle sticks in the
strainer cup at the bottom of the sink.
For it has
brought vividly to mind the uncommunicative youth who
was assigned to share rooms with me my first year in
college. On Saturday nights he was wont to appear,
scrubbed and impeccable, in the dress - uniform of the
fifties: gray flannel suit, button-down shirt and silk
rep tie.
II Got
a date, Rob?" I would ask, as he headed
out.
"No," he would invariably respond, "I've been
invited to an or - gee." [rhymes with Welsh CORGI].
I
envied him his sophistication, and wasted no end of
time wondering why I was never invited to an orgee.
Sometimes I would be up when he got back at one or two,
still steady on his feet, still impeccable, and showing
no signs of exhilaration. And the following Saturday
it would be the same.
"Got a date, Rob?"
"No, I've
been invited to an org-ee." It's worth noting that Rob
was often accompanied on these late night outings by a
great friend who was known as "Lonnie." It was not
until four years later when the list of graduates was
published that we discovererl th~t T~nnip'B rp~l n~mp
was Lancelot.
I corne by my interest in names honestly.
The
obvious reason of course plays a part, but also because
my grandfa~her, who. was a great clipper of newspapers,
had ~ pass 70n for bl~ar~e personal names. Alas, when
h~ d 7ed, ~lS vast cllPPlng collection, tossed higgildyplgglldY.lnto cartons, was mistaken for shredded paper
for p~cklng, and was thrown away. Being, as he was, a
voraClOUS reader, he must surely have encountered Sir
Cloudsley Shovell, a knock-out of a name attached t
Q
17th century English admiral.
Cloudsley started asOa
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shoemaker's apprentice, then w~nt ~o sea as a cabin
Not in his
b oy , but quickly advanced to mldshlpman.
day but later midshipmen were ca 11 e d " d
og' sll bodies,"
,
and , the word came
to b e use d f or any "go,- fer who dl'd
dumb and dirty jobs. Young Cloudsley dld the du~b and
dirty so well that he advanced, and advanced aga~n: and
finally go~ a knighthood and a fore - and-aft hat trlmmed
with turkey feathers and gold lace.
It was a speedy
ascent, followed by a deep dive. At age 47, Sir
Cloudsley and all aboard his flagship, went to the
bottom off the coast of Cornwall. He was buried in
Westminster Abbey, where (we are told) there is an
immense but tasteless monument to his memory.
Footnote on tastelessness. A short time ago a
friend sent me a small booklet containing tributes to
the memory of another friend, recently deceased.
My
correspondent said in his cover -le tter that I would
probably be pleased by the quality of the tributes, but
at the same time, he was sure I would be distressed by
the two contributions that clearly were in poor taste.
Thus primed, I sat right down and read the booklet from
cover to cover, not once but twice, and I was indeed
distressed. Not, however, by the two allegedly
tasteless contributions, but by the fact that I could
not identify them.
Footnote two.
In the unlikely event that you are
offered a Sir Cloudsley at the drinks table, you would
be well advised to decline and take Perrier. A Sir
Cloudsley is a mixed drink made of equal parts brandy,
lemon juice, and beer, and although it enjoyed a
certain popularity in naval circles 300 years ago, I
contend that it probably played a significant part in
the loss of the flagship and its eponymous commanding
officer.
From personal names of a fancifu l variety (such as
Clouds ley) , it is but a short step to personal names
that sound to the unaccustomed ear downright absurd.
Who could take seriously a Deputy Assistance Secretary
of Commerce named Mary Ann Tinklepaugh? Ham Fish
apparently took her seriously because he married her, a
union sealed, perhaps by the bond of shared affliction.
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A recent issue of the New York Times mentions an Iowa
funeral director named Marty Beanblossom, and just to
the west of Cincinnati there lives a family whose name
is spelled W-I-W - I, and pronounced "Wee-wee." We all
know about Ima Hogg and her fictitious siDter Ura, but
did you know that Bill Lear, the designer of the Lear
Jet, named a daughter "Shanda?"
Many summers of my childhood were spent in my
father's part of the world, the Carolina coast, in a
small community of summer cottages strung out along
Bogue Sound.
The cottages were all much the same:
white clapboard, with screened porches, zinnias in the
yard, and bathing suits on the line. But one among
them caught our fancy as children, and we always looked
for it and wrapped it in fantasy.
It differed from its
neighbors in just one particular: a small sign beside
the front door bore the single, magical word
"Laughinghouse." We children always referred to it as
"The Laughing House" (three words), and assumed that
inside hilarity held sway, with air jets in the floor,
and trick mirrors. A fragment of childhood broke off
and slipped away some years later when we met the
owners.
They were not, as we had fondly imagined,
clowns with painted faces, but a solemn, conventional
coup'-:\ e from Greensboro: Dr. and Mrs. Malcolm C.
Laughinghouse.
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Should the bounds of one's investigation be broad
enough to include personal names of Oriental origin,
one enters a realm of endless delight and pure
phonetics. How enchanted my grandfather would have
been with an Oriental boy who was a classmate of one of
my chi~d~en.
Th7 youth, who enjoyed school - wide
recognltl~n and lmmense popularity, rejoiced in the
name S~np~t Set Pornpong.
The young, with their
perennlal taste for the gross, didn't call him Sunpit
but (predictably), Armpit.
'
Lest there be any doubt about youth's predilection
for grossness, it should be recalled that little more
tha~ a decade ago the young began referring to the
dellghtf~l custom of boy kissing girl in the moonlight
as "sucklng face." The real romantics in the jeans and
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t-shirt set called it IIswopping spit. 11 As noted
before, a kiss has been called a 11 smack 11 since t~e, 18th
century, but that doesn't mean that a IIwet smack lSlla
juicy kiss.
The nincompoop that our parents called a
wet smack,1I is the same nincomp,?op that we called lIa
jerk 11 and that nowadays our chlldren (or
grandchildren) call l1a geek,l1 a l1nerd,l1 or a 11 doofus .11
They may also on occasion call him a l1~ork,l1 ,but IIdorkl1
has a second definition, of a male gcnltal klnd, so
unless you're fifteen and know exactly what you're
doing, you'd better leave it alone.
Sometimes the old,
in an effort to ingratiate themselves with the young,
start using l1with it l1 words. Green hair would be
safer, for as I've discovered, to my sorrow, these
misguided attempts at intergenerational bonding are
rarely a success. More often than not they end with
the paunchy party looking and feeling like a complete
ass.
When my wife was pregnant for the first time I
told her I was not in favor of perpetuating the name
Virginius.
The dear lady (who was a French scholar and
fluent in the language) took it hard, but refrained
from saying anything on the subject for some days.
When the matter came up again (as it did) she reminded
me that she was a great champion of the Paris Metro,
and that if the name Virginius really were out of the
running, then she would be forced to press for either
Denfert (as in Denfert Rochereau) or Maubert (as in
Maubert Mutualite) two Metro stations for which she
entertained a particular affection.
Happily, the
matter was academic, since we were blessed with
daughters, and she apparently wasn't drawn to Metro
stops with female names.
Those who have spent time on the Paris Metro are
probably familiar with the word "strapontin," for in
each car passengers are advised not to use them during
rush hour.
A strapontin is a folding jump-seat that is
found not only in the Metro, but in many European
theaters and concern halls, and sixty years ago in
various grand motor cars such as Packards, Bentleys,
and ~asa~les., ~t's a curious word, not surprisingly,
Itallan ln orlgln.
In the 16th century 11 strapontinl1
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meant a cheap mattress - a thin, lumpy one that a
servant might toss and turn on.
From there it was an
easy step to a temporary bed, like a hammock; then to a
temporary seat.
In the 18th Century the word was
applied to the folding seat-on - a - cane that the English
call a "shooting stick." From servant's mattreoo to
shooting stick is a considerable move up the social
ladder, for shooting sticks are expensive commodities,
in the same league as motoring rugs and fitted picnic
hampers, and usually support large, tweedy, upper-class
bottoms.
Sporty types long -o f-tooth perch on them when
overcome with the fatigue of watching horses running in
circles or dead birds falling out of the sky.
In the
latter part of the 19th century, "strapontin" was
applied to the wire frame that supported a lady's
bustle. Although it wasn't, strictly speaking, a seat,
there's no doubt that she sat on it.
Shooting sticks were much in evidence during the
late Victorian and Edwardian periods at English country
house weekends. We've all seen photographs of these
splendid occasions: with Edward VII, commanding and
obese, in dead center, with the titled, the arrogant,
the overdressed of both sexes artfully ranged on either
side. The intolerable self-importance of those who
inscribed the guest-book becomes marginally easier to
bear when one knows that everyone present (except
possibly the King-emperor himself) was known by a
nonsensical nickname.
The earls and countesses, the
baronets and honourables who made up the smart set were
known to one another by such names as Goonie, Grambo,
Bongy, Sassbags, Guggs, Swank, and Tweeders.
H.H.
Asquith, the Prime Minister, was "Squiffy" to his
intimates; the marquis of Salisbury was "Bobberty;" the
marquis of Dufferin was "Little Bloody."
Maud Burke, an heiress from San Francisco, bought
herself a title which she found to her dismay was
attached to a dull old man named Sir Bache Cunard.
Marriage made her "Lady Cunard"; ambition and wit made
her London's leading hostess between the wards.
In
1926 she decided that Maud was not her kind of name,
and spread the word that henceforth she was to be
called "Emerald." And she was.
She appears often in
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the diaries of Henry Channon (nicknamed II Chips ") but
nowhere so appealingly as in the following extract:
Emerald was three quarters of an hou~ late, but
desperately amusing once sh~ ~ad arrlve~. How
good her digestion, how efflclent her llver, how
active her bowels, must be to make P?ssible such a
torrent of wit.
(Henry Channon.
ChlpS. p. 29)
In time, however, her liver and bowels ~layed her
false.
She retired to a hospital, where durlng her
last days she held court, receiving a procession of
visitors bearing presents, flowers, and messages. One
friend the essayist Peter Quennell brought her his most
recent book, a study of Ruskin, which ~merald summoned
the strength to read. A few days before her death she
wrote him to this effect: Dear Peter:
I have read your
book.
Please come and take it away.
It has added
greatly to my sufferings.
So I got myself a commonplace book - forty years
later. One shouldn't make important decisions in
haste.
It's not leather-bound like the guest-book in
Geneva, nor is it covered in oilcloth like my father's
to make it resistant to salt spray. Mine started as a
card file, but now has a back-lit screen. There's no
Greek in it, and precious-little Aquinas. But there
ARE anecdotes and words and earthy turns of phrase, and
bizarre personal names that delight me, just as they
delighted Father and Grandfather.
Change and constancy. They are a recurring theme.
Anna Anderson became Grand Duchess Anastasia (or vice
versa), Maude Burke from San Francisco became Lady
Cunard, and in turn, Emerald Cunard; a kiss became a
smack; a cobbler's apprentice became Admiral, Sir
Cloudsley Shovell; and Sunpit became Armpit and
immensely popular. All the while "rattletrap" and
"flash the hash" remained unchanged from the 18th
century.
Books - even books on Ruskin - are not supposed to
add to people's sufferings. Neither, for that matter
are Literary Club papers. Happily, the tradition here
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is to praise, not to deplore, even (I like to think) a
paper with little seriousness of purpose, a paper
intended to divert not to instruct, a paper made up of
bits and pieces; a potpourri; a pastiche; a Dog's
Breakfast.
Or is it a Dog's Dinner?
I forget.
Hall has no memory.
j
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THE HUNT
i

October 13, 1997

Irvine H. Anderson

Let me begin by contessing that - in keeping with
Literary Club tradition - the title is a bit
misleading. This is not about riding to the hounds or
seeking out deer in the Maine Woods.
It is about my
great-great - grandfather, DAVID Hunt, who was THE Hunt
in our family history when I was growing up in Natchez,
Mississippi. There may have been horse thieves and
bank robbers or other branches of the family, but David
Hunt was THE ancestor spoken of with most reverence and
respect.
And there is a startling twist to this paper. My
research into various records turned up a most
unexpected piece of data.
Despite the fact that David
Hunt lived out his life as a cotton planter in
Mississippi, as one of his descendants I might have a
legal claim to a substantial amount of land in the
middle of downtown Cincinnati - starting at the corner
of Fifth and Broadway.
The story is best told in the sequence in which it
unfolded as I researched Lhe archives in Mississippi,
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